To study the roles of translational accuracy, translational efficiency, and the Hill-Robertson effect in codon usage bias, we studied the intragenic spatial distribution of synonymous codon usage bias in four prokaryotic (Escherichia coli, Bacillus subtilis, Sulfolobus tokodaii, and Thermotoga maritima) and two eukaryotic (Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Drosophila melanogaster) genomes. We generated supersequences at each codon position across genes in a genome and computed the overall bias at each codon position. By quantitatively evaluating the trend of spatial patterns using isotonic regression, we show that in yeast and prokaryotic genomes, codon usage bias increases along translational direction, which is consistent with purifying selection against nonsense errors. Fruit fly genes show a nearly symmetric M-shaped spatial pattern of codon usage bias, with less bias in the middle and both ends. The low codon usage bias in the middle region is best explained by interference (the Hill-Robertson effect) between selections at different codon positions. In both yeast and fruit fly, spatial patterns of codon usage bias are characteristically different from patterns of GC-content variations. Effect of expression level on the strength of codon usage bias is more conspicuous than its effect on the shape of the spatial distribution.
C
ODON usage bias refers to the nonrandom usage codons. Neither selection against missense errors nor selection for translational efficiency is expected to be of synonymous codons. Frequently used codons are often termed optimal or major codons, whereas less position dependent within genes, whereas selection against nonsense errors is expected to leave an increfrequently used ones are termed nonoptimal or minor codons. Nonoptimal codons usually correspond to less mental pattern of codon bias along translational direction within genes (Eyre-Walker 1996b). abundant tRNAs than optimal codons do (Ikemura 1981 (Ikemura , 1982 (Ikemura , 1985 Bulmer 1987; Akashi 2001 ) and the transRecombination is another important but often controversial factor that affects codon usage bias. Selection lational machinery is more likely to stall there (Kurland 1992) . These processing errors, termed premature terat one locus can interfere with selection at another locus, known as the Hill-Robertson effect (Hill and Robmination or nonsense errors, can occur at comparable levels to misincorporation or missense errors, during the ertson 1966). Negative selection against nonoptimal elongation stage of translation (Kurland 1992 ). Therecodons and positive selection for optimal codons are fore, purifying selection is expected to increase in intenboth likely to be weak Akashi 1995 ; sity as peptide elongation proceeds (Eyre-Walker Akashi and Schaeffer 1997; Kliman 1999; Maside 1996b; Akashi 2001) and should lead to gradual inet al. 2004) . Nevertheless, selection at one codon posicrease in codon usage bias along a gene (Eyre-Walker tion within a gene can interfere with selection at other 1996b). In addition, optimal codons may be selected codon positions in the gene if they are tightly linked for translational efficiency and so are more frequently (Li 1987 ; McVean and Charlesworth 2000; Comeron used in highly expressed genes (Sharp and Li 1986; and Kreitman 2002) . As a result, recombination is exShields and Sharp 1987; Sharp et al. 1993; Hartl pected to increase the selection efficacy on codon usage et Moriyama and Powell 1997; Akashi 2001;  bias. Several studies have observed a positive correlation Carlini and Stephan 2003). Therefore, codon usage between recombination rate and codon usage bias (Klibias may be accounted for by negative selection against man and Hey 1993 Hey , 2003 Comeron et al. 1999 ; Betannonoptimal codons and positive selection for optimal court and Presgraves 2002; Comeron and Kreitman 2002; Hey and Kliman 2002) . However, there have also been observations suggesting that the Hill-Robertson due partially to the uncertainty in the recombination action of mutation, selection, and random drift (Bulmer 1987 (Bulmer , 1991 Shields and Sharp 1987; Sharp et al. rate estimation (Kliman and Hey 2003; Marais et al. 1993; Kliman and Hey 1994; Eyre-Walker and Bul-2003) . This uncertainty may be mitigated by studying mer 1995; Akashi 1997; Akashi et al. 1998 ; Rand and the intragenic pattern of codon usage bias because intraKann 1998); effective population size (Li 1987 Stenstrom et al. 2001; Niimura et al. 2003) ; and bias was indeed lower in the middle segment of long many other factors (Fitch 1980; Modiano et al. 1981 ; exons, and centrally located introns were found to miti Bulmer 1990; Berg 1996 ; McVean and Hurst 2000; gate the interference effect.
Plotkin and Dushoff 2003). These confounding facIn short, the intragenic spatial distribution pattern of tors make codon usage bias a difficult subject to study. synonymous codon usage bias (spatial codon usage bias, Here, we focus on the intragenic spatial codon usage for simplicity) may bear the signatures of selection against bias and study the relative strength of codon usage bias nonsense errors and the Hill-Robertson effect (Robertson et al. 1988; Sokal and Rohlf 1995; Wu et al. lobus tokodaii, NC_003106; and Thermotoga maritima, AE000512. 
2001). It is a very powerful method to test the existence of
In all genomes studied, we restricted our analysis to ORFs a monotonic trend in nonlinear data structure. For exam-Ͼ150 codons because short genes do not have enough codons ple, it has been successfully used in a global-warming study for their overall pattern to be evaluated. (Wu et al. 2001) .
Gene expression data: Gene expression levels in S. cerevisiae were generated by the Young lab at Massachusetts Institute In eukaryotic genomes, spatial codon usage bias has reof Technology (http:/ /web.wi.mit.edu/young/pub/data/orf_ ceived less attention (Bulmer 1988 ; Kliman and Eyretranscriptome.txt) (Holstege et al. 1998) . Gene expression Walker 1998; Comeron and Kreitman 2002). Conselevels in D. melanogaster were generated by the Reichert lab at quently, it is unclear as to the relative importance of the University of Basel. The Omnibus accession numbers are selection against nonsense errors, selection against mis- GPL70, GSM1359, GSM1360, GSM1361, and GSM1362 (Montalta-He et al. 2002 sense errors, and selection for translational efficiency.
Isotonic regression: Isotonic regression is a method for fitIt is even controversial whether linked weak selection has ting data to order constraints (Robertson et al. 1988 ; Wu a discernable effect on codon bias Hey 1993, et al. 2001 is Ͼ200 codons (Wright 1990) . second half opposite to translational direction (backward).
This supersequence approach is also adopted to study the Each bar ( ) represents a codon position. Vertical arrows intragenic GC-content variation and the ratio of A/ T-ending represent supersequences.
vs. G/C-ending major codons for Isoleucine, Valanine, and Alanine in yeast genes. The A/ T-ending major codons are ATT, GTT, and GCT. The G/C-ending major codons are ATC, trend). To define the isotonic test, assume at the outset that GTC, and GCC (Akashi 2003) . is known. The following likelihood-based test is proposed Implementation: Parsing of ORFs and sequence manipulaby Wu et al. (2001) , tions were coded in PERL. The modified effective number of codons (N Ј c ) was calculated using the program ENCprime (Novembre 2002 
(2) Key PERL and R scripts are available at the Li lab website (http:/ /pondside.uchicago.edu/lilab/research.html). All proHere X 1,r ϭ X 1 ϩ r √ n, X n,r ϭ X n Ϫ r √ n, and X i,r ϭ X i for 2 Յ grams are tested only in a Red Hat Linux platform. The most i Յ n Ϫ 1. The estimated trend (Equation 2) is nondecreasing recent versions of programs related to this work are also availin k. Under the requirement r Ͼ 0, 1,r and n,r are consistent able upon request from H. Qin (hong_qin@urmc.rochester. estimators of 1 and n (Wu et al. 2001) ; for r ϭ 0, 1,0 and edu). n,0 will be biased. To implement the test statistic (Equation 1), we estimate 2 by
and let r ϭ c n , where c Ͼ 0 is the penalty term. Cutoff values of ⌳ n,r are given in Table 1 in Wu et al. (2001) . For example, for c ϭ 0.1 and n ϭ RESULTS 100, the cutoff values of ⌳ n,r are 7.7 and 11.58 at the 5 and Intragenic spatial codon usage bias in prokaryotic 1% levels, respectively. Simulations and several applications showed that such a test has very good power (Wu et al. 2001) .
genomes: We chose to study three bacterial genomes,
The magnitude of ⌳ n,r indicates the significance of the pres-E. coli, B. subtilis, and T. maritima, and one archaeal geence of a trend. Intuitively, the larger the ⌳ n,r , the stronger nome, S. tokodaii. In each genome, we grouped genes the monotonic trend.
into equal groups (bins) by gene length. This grouping
In practice, to test a decreasing trend in a series of observais necessary because large gene-length variation can obtions, we simply flip the sign of the data and test the monotonic increasing trend. Because the spatial patterns studied here scure the global pattern generated by our supersequence are very noisy, we applied this regression at different ranges method. We chose N Ј c as the measure of codon usage bias to ensure that the significance of a trend is stable.
because it is insensitive to gene length (Wright 1990;
Supersequences across codon positions: To examine the
Comeron and Aguade 1998) and because it takes acglobal spatial codon usage bias in a group of genes, we genercount of background nucleotide composition variation ated supersequences for each codon position across all the genes in this group ( Figure 1 ). We used the start codon as the (Novembre 2002) . N Ј c is a generalized form of the effec- first and second bases are chosen to generate a super- Table 1 ). N Ј c is plotted in the vertically inverted direction because a large value represents weak bias. Both the start and stop codons are excluded in the plots. For visual presentation, plots were smoothed by a locally weighted regression in a sliding window of 10 codons; however, the isotonic regression was applied to the original data. Genes were grouped into intervals with approximately equal numbers of genes by their length measured in the number of codons. The average length of each interval is given in the insets. The plot of each length interval is color coded.
sequence to estimate the background nucleotide comlength spatial codon usage bias. For comparison, we always calculated both N Ј c and N c to check the consisposition in the calculation of N Ј c . The N Ј c of each supersequence is plotted against its codon position (Figure 2) . tency of spatial patterns. The intragenic spatial codon usage bias in E. coli (FigBecause a small N Ј c value indicates strong codon usage bias, we inverted the N Ј c axis in the plot. Forward and ure 2, A and B) shows that codon usage bias gradually increases, plateaus, and then deceases sharply starting backward plots are put side-by-side to represent the full-at ‫05ف‬ codons from the stop codon. The pattern is conWe argue that the gradual increasing codon usage bias is due to stronger purifying selection to eliminate errors sistent with previous reports in E. coli (Bulmer 1988; Eyre-Walker and Bulmer 1993; Eyre-Walker 1996a) .
with higher costs in late elongation steps (Bulmer 1988; Kurland 1992 ; Eyre-Walker and Bulmer 1993). The increasing trend of codon usage bias from approximately the 25th codon up to the middle section is also Both N Ј c and N c give similar spatial patterns for the four prokaryotic genomes examined. The absolute valvisible in previous reports, although the authors drew attention mainly to the initial regions (Bulmer 1988;  ues of N Ј c can differ by as much as 10 from the values of N c in S. tokodaii, yet their spatial patterns are largely Eyre-Walker and Bulmer 1993).
To detect weak evolutionary forces in the N Ј c vs. codon unchanged, as supported by results from isotonic regressions (Table 1 ). The differences between N Ј c and N c values position plot, which has large fluctuations, we applied an isotonic regression analysis to the first halves beyond do affect the significance evaluation, because large differences are usually more easily detected than small ones the first 25 codons and the second halves before the last 25 codons. The adopted isotonic regression method for a given sample size. Because N Ј c takes nucleotide composition into account, we use ⌳ from N Ј c values to uses a penalty factor to generate an unbiased test statistic, ⌳ (see materials and methods). The critical value evaluate the significance of a bias trend. Notably, in both E. coli and B. subtilis, the gradual increasing trends of ⌳ is used to distinguish between a null hypothesis H 0 : 1 ϭ 2 . . . ϭ n (constant) and the alternative hyare more conspicuous in longer genes than in shorter genes. pothesis H A : 1 Յ 2 . . . Յ n for an increasing trend.
We calculated ⌳ for the first half and the second Intragenic spatial codon usage bias in the S. cerevisiae genome: The spatial codon usage bias pattern in S. cerehalf of the coding sequences separately (Table 1 ). The critical value of the test statistic ⌳ at the 1% significance visiae resembles that of prokaryotic genomes, but the gradual increasing trend is discernable even in the seclevel is in the range of (12, 13) for sample sizes ranging from 100 to 1000 codons and penalty factor c ϭ 0. the second half is consistent in genes Ͻ600 codons and is significant by isotonic regression (Table 1 and halves and can be seen from the regression plot (Figure 3, A and B) .
Figure 3, C and D). The increasing trend from the ϩ25th to the ϩ400th is also significant in the L c Ϸ 1175 Although the increasing trend of codon bias is consistent with purifying selection against nonsense errors, it interval, but the second half shows an opposite trend as compared to shorter length intervals. may also be accounted for by changing selection pressure for mRNA structure after the initiation stage (Eyre- The N c analysis in yeast shows a similar increasing trend of bias along translational direction from the ϩ25th to Walker and Bulmer 1993). To further explore the possible mechanism behind the gradually increasing codon the ϩ400th codon (plots are not shown, but isotonic regression results are given in Table 1 ). The N Ј c plots are usage bias from about the 25th to the 200th codon position, we chose to study the intragenic spatial patterns in usually noisier than the N c plots, maybe because more parameters have to be estimated in the N Ј c plots than B. subtilis (Figure 2, C and D) , T. maritima (Figure 2 , E and F), and S. tokodaii (Figure 2, G and H) .
in the N c plots.
We then studied the effect of gene expression on the In B. subtilis, codon usage bias decreases near the start, but gradually increases along the translational direction, spatial pattern (Figure 4 , C and D; Table 2 ). Holstege et al. (1998) estimated the number of mRNA molecules and then plateaus toward the end. In T. maritima, codon usage bias gradually increases up to the 150th codon of each yeast gene in a single wild-type haploid cell using high-density oligonucleotide arrays. The estimation is position, plateaus, and then drops near the 3Ј end. The codon usage bias in S. tokodaii follows a pattern similar conducted for cells grown to the midlog phase in rich media and has been shown to be informative in codon to that in T. maritima. The codon usage bias pattern is also variable near the initiation regions in both T. maritima usage analysis (Akashi 2003) . We picked genes from the top 20%, the middle 20%, and the bottom 20% by the and S. tokodaii. Thus, in the four prokaryotic genomes examined, the spatial pattern is variable near the initiatranscript abundance and compared their spatial bias patterns. There is clearly a shift of the spatial patterns tion region, but consistently increases gradually from about the 25th to the 200th codon. Therefore, different between the top and middle 20% expression levels. The spatial patterns are mostly flat in the bottom 20% expresevolutionary forces must predominate in the initial region and in the central segments of genes, respectively. sion level, indicating that intragenic spatial codon usage Significance at 0.01 (***), 0.05 (**), and nearly 0.05 (*) levels is shown. , the test statistic of isotonic regression. In parentheses are the values and spatial bias patterns for the opposite trends, because isotonic regression detects only a monotonic trend. L c , average gene length measured in the number of codons. Genes are grouped into equal intervals by their lengths. In parentheses are the ⌳ values calculated for the first halves and second halves excluding only the start and stop codons. In brackets are the ranges in which isotonic regression is applied. The bias trend of the significant patterns is interpreted on the basis of only the N Ј c results, although N c and N Ј c often give similar interpretations. Additionally, when the increasing or decreasing pattern is significant in the first half, the nonsignificant pattern in the second half is interpreted as "plateau." When a regression plot shows that significant changes in second half are near only the 3Ј end, the trends are interpreted as "plateau, increasing" or "plateau, decreasing" accordingly. In the L c ϭ 185 interval for S. tokodaii, the trend in the second half increases and then decreases. Penalty factor c ϭ 0.1 for isotonic regression. NA, not applicable. bias is dependent upon expression level. The increas-N Ј c has taken the background nucleotide composition into account, investigation of nonselective forces can help ing trends in short genes are comparable in top and middle expression levels, indicating that changes of spaus to better understand the observed incremental pattern of codon bias. The intragenic spatial pattern of tial patterns can be decoupled from changes of expression levels.
GC-content variation is also dependent upon expression levels ( Figure 5, A and B) . The spatial pattern appears Because nonselective forces are often correlated with changes of GC content (Marais 2003) , we investigated to be U-shaped in lowly expressed genes, but the U-shape is less conspicuous in highly expressed genes, which is the intragenic spatial pattern of GC content using the first and second base of each codon position. Although supported by isotonic regression (Table 3 ). The overall (C and D) . In E. coli, the isotonic regression is applied to codon positions beyond the first 25 and before the last 25 codons. In S. cerevisiae, regression is applied to codon positions beyond the first 20 and before the last 20 codons.
GC content is higher in highly expressed genes than are often below the plots of shorter genes, especially in the middle section, indicating that overall codon usage in lowly expressed ones. Notably, the U-shaped spatial pattern of GC-content variation is more or less symmetbias of longer genes tends to be weaker than that of shorter genes. The N c analysis in D. melanogaster gives ric, whereas the incremental shape of the codon bias is asymmetric.
the same M-shaped global spatial pattern as does the N Ј c analysis (plots are not shown, but isotonic regression To further test the role of GC-content variation, we calculated the ratio of A/T-ending major codon numresults are given in Table 1 ). Next, we investigated the effect of expression level on ber vs. G/C-ending major codon number for Isoleucine, Valanine, and Alanine. In yeast, these three codon famithe M-shaped spatial pattern. Montalta-He et al. (2002) provided four independent measurements of gene exlies contain two major codons, one with A/T ending and another with G/C ending (Akashi 2003) . We calculated pression level in wild-type D. melanogaster, using highdensity oligonucleotide arrays. We used the averaged inthe intragenic spatial distribution of this ratio in genes grouped by expression levels. The spatial pattern of this tensity value of these four independent hybridizations as our estimate of expression level for each gene. We obtained ratio appears to be flat in all groups of genes (data not shown). When applying isotonic regression at different expression measurements from Montalta-He et al.'s experiments for over 7300 single-isoform ORFs (Release ranges, no stable significant regression score was found.
Intragenic spatial codon usage bias in the D. melano-3.1). We then picked genes from the top 20% and bottom 20% of the distribution at expression levels and gaster genome: D. melanogaster is of particular interest to us because its codon usage bias was suggested to be noncompared their spatial codon usage bias ( Figure 6 , C and D). The plots are noisier than the whole-genome uniformly influenced by the Hill-Robertson effect (Comeron and Kreitman 2002). Indeed, D. melanogaster replots due to the smaller data sets here. Nevertheless, expression level shifts only the spatial bias pattern withveals a distinctive M-shaped global spatial codon usage bias ( Figure 6, A and B) , with less bias in the middle and out dramatically altering the M-shape. We then revealed the intragenic GC-content variation at both ends. The low codon usage bias in the middle is statistically significant, confirmed by the decreasing using the first and second base of each codon position ( Figure 7, A and B) . The overall pattern of intragenic trend in the first halves and the increasing trend in the second halves of genes shown by isotonic regression in GC-content variation is also M-shaped; however, the sharp variations are located mostly within the first and the central segments (Table 1 ). The plots of longer genes Tables 1 and 2 ). The asterisk in parentheses indicates a significant trend opposite to other groups. In C and D, genes are grouped into top 20%, middle 20%, and bottom 20% by their expression levels measured by Affymetrix DNA microarrays. Genes are then divided into three equal intervals by gene length (L c ). Each group is labeled by its expression level and average gene length. The bottom 20% in yeast shows a flat pattern and is omitted for clarity. last 50 bp. In contrast, the pattern of codon bias peaks ing the significantly lower codon bias in the middle section of intronless genes. For comparison, we calculated around ϩ100 bp and Ϫ100 bp (Figure 6) . the intragenic pattern of GC content variation in the The presence of introns is expected to mitigate the two groups of genes (Figure 8, C and D) . In the middle effect of interference (Comeron and Kreitman 2002) , section, GC variation between the two gene groups is so we compared the spatial patterns N Ј c in intronless and not significantly different by t-test. two-exon genes. In long genes (average length Ͼ500 to ‫006ف‬ bp), the M-shaped spatial pattern of intronless genes appears to be more conspicuous than that of DISCUSSION two-exon ones, in the sense that the latter is more flat (Figure 8, A and B) . In the middle section (from ϩ200th
Variation of codon usage bias near the start and stop to Ϫ200th), N Ј c is significantly higher in intronless genes codons: In most genomes, we observed sharp variations near the start and stop codons. In addition to the weakthan in two-exon genes (t-test, P-value ϭ 0.01), indicat- Significance at 0.01 (***) and 0.05 levels (**) is shown. , the test statistic of isotonic regression. L c , average gene length measured in the number of codons. In each expression level, genes are grouped into equal intervals by their lengths. The trend is analyzed after the first 25 codons and before the last 25 codons. The bias trend of the significant patterns is interpreted on the basis of only the N Ј c results. Penalty factor c ϭ 0.1 for isotonic regression. Therefore, it is unlikely that the codon usage bias variation near the initiation ATG in the prokaryotic genomes We hope to have mitigated this possibility in yeast to some extent by excluding ORFs with uncertain annotais due to misannotations. There is evidence that the occurrence of ATG in the 5Ј-UTR is highly suppressed tions. A recent comparative analysis of several yeast genomes proposed to change the annotations of ‫005ف‬ in the eukaryotic genomes (Saito and Tomita 1999), which indicates that the initiation codon ATG is less yeast ORFs (Kellis et al. 2003) . For simplicity, we excluded these questioned ORFs from the downloaded likely to be misannotated than the stop codon. Table 3 ). Genes are grouped in the same way as in Figure 4 , C and D. Significance at 0.01 (***) and 0.05 levels (**) is shown. , the test statistic of isotonic regression. L c , average gene length measured in the number of codons. In each expression level, genes are grouped into equal intervals by their lengths. The trend is analyzed after the first 25 codons and before the last 25 codons. Penalty factor c ϭ 0.1 for isotonic regression.
Second, the ends of ORFs are evolutionarily more asymmetric and is stronger in highly expressed genes (Figure 4, C and D) . The spatial pattern of GC-content variable than the middle section of the coding sequence. The possibility is supported by the comparison of several variation is more or less a symmetric U-shape and is stronger in lowly expressed genes ( Figure 5 , A and B). yeast genomes (Kellis et al. 2003) . The S. cerevisiae genome contains ‫052ف‬ ORFs that show variable stop coVarious arguments can explain this incremental pattern of codon usage bias. One argument is the 5Ј-3Ј podon positions in other sensu stricto yeast genomes, suggesting that coding regions near the stop codon are larity in gene conversion (Schultes and Szostak 1990; Nicolas and Petes 1994; Nicolas 1998) . This polarity indeed evolutionarily variable (Kellis et al. 2003) .
Third, the base composition near both ends is differin conjunction with biased repair toward GC (Marais 2003) would then explain the incremental spatial patent from that in the middle section of the reading frame. The modified effective number of codons, N Ј c , takes the tern of codon bias in yeast. The intragenic spatial pattern of GC-content variation shows a moderate feature background nucleotide composition into account. In practice, it is hard to find a "perfect" background seof polarity, but its overall pattern is largely symmetric. This pattern indeed suggests the role of recombination, quence. We estimate the background nucleotide composition by using the first and second bases in a given but its characteristics are in discordance with the incremental nature of the spatial codon pattern in yeast. codon position to generate supersequences. This may not be a good choice, because nonsynonymous sites show Using the ratio of A/T-ending vs. G/C-ending major codon numbers of Isoleucine, Valanine, and Alanine, we did a weaker correlation with GC content than synonymous sites in prokaryotic genomes (Lobry 1997; Singer and not detect significant influence of GC-content variance on intragenic codon bias, although this negative result Hickey 2000). In E. coli, base composition is variable in the first 15-20 codons, but this variation disappears after may be due to the weak power of this method. Furthermore, because GC-content variations are also influthe first 20 codons (Eyre-Walker and Bulmer 1993). However, the consistent trend of both N Ј c and N c after enced by gene expression levels in yeast, association with GC-content variation is not a good indicator for the initial region in four prokaryotic genomes begs a common explanation other than base composition varieither selective or nonselective forces in this organism. It is also not obvious why biased gene conversion ought ation. Further analysis will be needed to better understand the nature of the codon usage bias variation in to be correlated with gene expression levels. Finally, nucleotide composition variation is corrected in the calcuregions near the start and stop codons.
The incremental pattern of intragenic spatial codon lation of pattern of codon usage bias. Hence, the strength of codon bias variation is much stronger than the exusage bias in yeast and prokaryotic genomes: Both nonselective forces and selective forces have been argued pected variation exclusively contributed by nucleotide composition variation. to shape the codon usage bias in yeast (for reviews see Akashi 2001 and Marais 2003) . Here, we show that Selection against nonsense errors is another argument to explain this kind of position-dependent effect, codon usage bias and GC-content variation follow characteristically different spatial patterns within yeast genes.
because costs for errors are higher in late elongation steps (Kurland 1992; Akashi 2001) . This straightforward arguThe incremental spatial pattern of codon usage bias is Table 1 ). Plots are smoothed by a locally weighted regression in a sliding window of 10 codons (the isotonic regression was applied to the unsmoothed data). Genes are grouped by gene length. Each group contains similar numbers of genes and is labeled by its average gene length (L c ). Plot of each length interval is color coded. ment is favored by us on grounds of parsimony. Both nonselective factors (Eyre-Walker and Bulmer 1993; Eyre-Walker 1996a), but positive association between selection against misincorporation and selection for translation efficiency are expected to be position independent gene length and codon bias was proposed to be due to selection against nonsense errors (Eyre-Walker 1996a). (or gene-length independent) and have to be ruled out.
In E. coli and B. subtilis, the incremental pattern is We argue that purifying selection against nonsense errors is a consistent explanation for both the incremental stronger in longer genes than in shorter genes. It is known that codon usage bias is positively correlated with spatial pattern and the association between codon usage bias and gene length. gene length in E. coli (Eyre-Walker 1996b; Moriyama and Powell 1998). Stronger spatial bias in longer genes Although purifying selection against nonsense errors is our best argument so far, we do not exclude the poswould then explain the observed positive correlation between codon usage bias and gene length (Eyre-Walker sibilities of other factors, such as constraints at the protein conformation level. 1996b; Moriyama and Powell 1998) . In other words, the biased spatial pattern reflects the overall biased usThe M-shaped intragenic spatial codon usage bias in the D. melanogaster genome: The M-shaped intragenic age of synonymous codons in these genomes. Interestingly, the incremental pattern in E. coli was attributed to pattern of codon usage bias has taken into account the M-shaped GC-content variation. The spatial pattern of bias peaks around ϩ100th (forward) and broadly around Ϫ100th codon positions (backward). This may be inforcodon bias is influenced by expression levels and peaks around the ϩ100th codon position in the 5Ј region and mative about the interaction of the weak selection for codon usage bias, mutation rate, and recombination rate. broadly around the Ϫ100th in the 3Ј region ( Figure 6 , C and D), whereas the spatial pattern of GC-content variBesides the assumed weak selection on synonymous codon usage, there is the alternative argument of strong ation appears to be insensitive to changes of expression levels and peaks at ϩ50th and Ϫ50th codon positions selection. As Fay and Wu showed, strong selection and hitchhiking can occur in a ‫-053ف‬bp region, short enough ( Figure 7, A and B) . The presence of introns significantly influences the pattern of codon usage bias but not the to influence intragenic distribution of codon usage bias (Fay and Wu 2000) . The key difference between the strongpattern of GC-content variation.
In D. melanogaster, GC-biased mutation and/or GC-biased and weak-selection models is the number of sites involved in the formation of the M-shape. Strong-selection gene conversion has been postulated to contribute to codon usage bias differences between genes, i.e., the intermodels typically imply selection at a single site, whereas weak-selection and interference models require multigenic pattern (Marais et al. 2001 Marais 2003 ; but see also Betancourt and Presgraves 2002; Hey ple sites. We think that the gradual decreasing trend toward the middle section is more consistent with weak and Kliman 2002). On the basis of this argument, the M-shaped pattern of GC-content variation would suggest selection at multiple sites. As with yeast, it is very difficult to distinguish selective intragenic variation of recombination rate. Hence, the spatial pattern of codon usage bias reflects the pattern of vs. nonselective forces in fruit fly genes (Duret 2002 ). Although we think that the Hill-Robertson interference recombination rate variation. However, this argument would ignore the correction of GC background in the is the most parsimonious argument, the question is still open and more studies are needed. A genome-scale comcalculation of codon usage bias. In addition, the spatial pattern of GC-content variation is characteristically disparison of gene structures and intragenic spatial patterns of codon usage bias between D. melanogaster and tinct from the spatial pattern of codon usage bias.
Under the Hill-Robertson interference model, Com-D. pseudoobscura may be informative for this subject. Why is there lack of interference in yeast and prokaryeron and Kreitman proposed that more sites are linked in the middle section of genes than in other regions of otic genes? It is perplexing that there is no detectable signature of the Hill-Robertson effect in yeast and its spagenes, thereby resulting in stronger interference in the middle section (Comeron and Kreitman 2002) . This artial codon usage bias resembles that of prokaryotes. Although recombination during sexual reproduction ocgument is more straightforward than the GC-content version and is further supported by the comparison between curs at a much higher rate in the yeast genome than in the fruit fly genome in the laboratory (Cherry et al. 
tial pattern of codon usage bias is insignificant when
The effect of expression levels on intragenic spatial codon usage bias: The positive correlation between corecombination is low (Comeron and Kreitman 2002; J. M. Comeron, unpublished data) . At the extreme case don usage bias and expression levels is often attributed to selection for translational efficiency (Gouy and Gauof no recombination, the Hill-Robertson effect will be the same at every position of the sequence and will thus tier 1982; Sharp and Li 1986; Duret and Mouchiroud 1999; Akashi 2001; Carlini and Stephan 2003) . produce no signature on the spatial pattern of codon usage bias. Hence, a very low effective recombination rate Selection against nonsense errors is largely suggested by the positive correlation between codon usage bias and may account for the absence of a signature of the HillRobertson effect on the spatial pattern of codon usage gene length in some genomes (Moriyama and Powell 1998; Coghlan and Wolfe 2000) . Selection against bias in yeast and prokaryotes.
On the other hand, the effective recombination rate missense errors is based on the positive correlation between codon usage bias and conservation of amino acids of yeast may be indeed much higher in yeast than in fruit fly, which can also explain the discrepancy between (Akashi 1994) . The selection effect for translational efficiency and against missense errors on the spatial patthese two species. The uncertainty on this issue highlights the importance of studying the polymorphic variatern of codon bias is expected to be uniform, whereas the selection effect against nonsense errors is expected tions in natural isolates of yeast.
